Color the pictures that begin with the d sound.

Trace the sound.

d d d d d d d d
*Circle the pictures that begin with d.

*Color and trace the sounds below.

d    d    d    d    d

d    d    d    d

d    d    d    d    d

d
Following Directions

Directions: Read the directions below and add the details to ocean animals.

1.) Color the eraser pink.
2.) Color the stapler grey.
3.) Color the tissue box yellow.
4.) Color the door brown.
5.) Color the chair black.
6.) Color the flag red.
7.) Color the pencil yellow.
Trace and Match

Directions: Trace the lines in each row.

- Triangles
- Circles
- Stars
- Lines
Name: __________________________

Trace it:

3 3 3 3 3

Make it:

Color it:

three

Find it:

Color 3 Objects:

Color groups with three items in the group.

3 4 3 3 2 3 6
6 3 7 3 4 3
Color the pictures that begin with the f sound.

Trace the sound.
Finish the Picture
Use your imagination to finish the rest of this drawing.

Coloring Rules:
1.) Color inside the lines, 2.) Colors make sense, 3.) No white spaces
4.) Five or more colors
*Circle the pictures that begin with f.

* Color and trace the sounds below.
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Following Directions

Instructions: Practice coloring inside the lines.
Trace and Match
Directions: Trace the lines in each row.
Color it:

Find it:

Make it:

Color it:

Color 8 Objects:

Color groups with eight items in the group.
Color the pictures that begin with the i sound.

Trace the sound.

i  i  i  i  i
Finish the Picture
Use your imagination to finish the rest of this drawing.

Coloring Rules:
1.) Color inside the lines, 2.) Colors make sense, 3.) No white spaces
4.) Five or more colors

Name: ____________________
*Circle the pictures that begin with i.

*Color and trace the sounds below.

iguana
Following Directions

Directions: Read the directions below and add the details to our farm.

1.) Color the pig **pink**.
2.) Color the dog **brown**.
3.) Color the sheep **white**.
4.) Color the chick **yellow**.
5.) Color the barn **red**.
6.) Color the barn window and door **yellow**.
7.) Color the cow **black with white spots**.
Trace and Match

Match the pictures with the correct words. Then trace the word and color the picture.

- cheeks
- head
- eyes
- ears
Trace it:

Make it:

Color it:

Find it:

Color 1 Objects:

Color groups with one items in the group.
Color the pictures that begin with the th sound.

Trace the sound.

th  th  th  th  th

th  th  th  th  th
Circle the pictures that begin with i.

* Color and trace the sounds below.

th th th th

th th th th

th th th th

th th th th
Name: ____________________

**Finish the Picture**
Use your imagination to finish the rest of this drawing.

**Coloring Rules:**
1.) Color inside the lines, 2.) Colors make sense, 3.) No white spaces
4.) Five or more colors
Handwriting Practice

Name:___________________

Practice writing your sounds, neatly!

th
th
th
th

fi
fi
fi
fi

ds
ds
ds
ds

s
s
s
s
Trace and Match

Match the pictures with the correct words. Then trace the word and color the picture.

- eyes
- shoulders
- mouth
- head
Make it:

Find it:

Color it:

Color groups with nine items in the group.
Color the pictures that begin with the /t/ sound.

Trace the sound.

- Tooth
- Helmet
- Diamond
- Window
- Tie
- Taco
*Circle the pictures that begin with t.

* Color and trace the sounds below.

*Circle the pictures that begin with t.
Handwriting Practice

Name: ___________________

Practice writing your sounds, neatly!

mē

ēat

mē

Practice writing your sounds, neatly!

t

s

m

a

f
Name: ______________________

Trace it:

Make it:

Find it:

Color it:

9 9 9 9 9

6 7 4 9

Color 9 Objects:

Color groups with nine items in the group.